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ABSTRACT. Proxy-driven streaming service in wireless multimedia service zones (WMSZ) is challenging due to rate distortion and high channel error rate. To facilitate proxy-driven streaming media services in wireless multimedia service zones, streaming operations such as distortion detection, distortion adjustment, and caching management should be considered. A new proxy-driven streaming service (PDSS) is proposed to support high streaming quality in IEEE 802.11-based wireless multimedia service zones. The proposed mechanism performs disjunction mapping-based management operation, conjunction mapping-based management operation, and file mapping-based management operation to derive the optimized proxy caching for the individual versions of a media object. The goal of this study is to reduce the distortion due to limited bandwidth, high bit rate error, and proxy constraints, and to enhance the throughput of streaming media service. Simulation results show that the proposed method has better performance than the existing server-only streaming method, resource-based caching method, and frequency-based caching method.
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1. Introduction. In wireless multimedia service zones (WMSZ), streaming media service is performed by processing various mobile client information requests. Generally, in wireless multimedia service zones (WMSZ), mobile clients access the wireless network through base stations, which are connected by access routers to perform WLANs. For the streaming media service in this environment, managing substantial large-sized media objects and forecasting rate distortion are very difficult [1-3].

Caching and managing important media objects at locations close to mobile clients are promising strategies for improving the quality of streaming media services. In particular, an attractive means to reduce client-perceived access latencies as well as server/network loads is to cache frequently used media objects at proxies close to clients. However, wireless multimedia networks have a number of unique challenges compared with TCP-based streaming services [2,4]. Wireless multimedia zone service quality can fluctuate highly due to higher channel bit error, rate distortion, interference, flow inconsistency, and proxy congestion [5-7]. To solve such issues, Krishnamachari et al. [8] proposed an adaptive cross-layer protection strategy to enhance the quality of scalable media transmission. Majumdar et al. [9] proposed a hybrid FEC/ARQ method to increase the robustness of media streaming in IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN (WLAN). Wang et al. [10] proposed a media proxy mechanism in the base station to reduce ARQ delay. While these methods enhance the performance of media streaming over wireless networks, none of them have considered the optimized caching mechanism to solve rate distortion caused by delay and congestion.
The proxy-driven streaming service (PDSS) is done to differentiate streaming media services while considering rate distortion and channel bandwidth, since the transport protocol needs to decrease the sending rate only when there is a rate inconsistency in the network.

Proxy-driven streaming mechanism supports communication services such as coverage service, zone service, and communication services within hundreds of meters in the real wireless communication environment. As shown by applications to various services, proxy-driven streaming mechanism supports media streaming services with other users within the service area efficiently allowing free migration within a communication area.

Therefore, a proxy-driven streaming service mechanism is proposed that can be used to provide high-quality media streaming service over wireless multimedia service zones. Instead of using an established mechanism, disjunction mapping-based caching operation, conjunction mapping-based caching operation, and file mapping-based caching operation are applied to optimize the streaming performance from the buffer cache. The proposed mechanism selectively controls media units based on their relative popularity so that the distortion can be reduced under certain cache constraints. Thus, the proposed mechanism has shorter distortion and better performance than other mechanisms.

This paper is organized as follows. Related works are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the proxy-driven service mechanism to improve the quality of streaming media services. The simulation results are introduced in Section 4, and concluding remarks are introduced in Section 5.

2. Related Work. In wireless multimedia service zones, a proxy-driven media service mechanism provides an optimum streaming service according to the distortion control conditions. In the past, several proxy caching mechanisms have been studied to improve the quality of media streaming [3,11].

Tewari et al. [12] proposed a new disk-based caching policy called resource-based caching (RBC) mechanism, which considers bandwidth as well as storage capacity constraints, and caches a mixture of intervals and full files that have the greatest caching gain. Almeida et al. [13] proposed a revised RBC mechanism to allow sharing an allocated bandwidth of cached files. In the revised RBC mechanism, whenever a new full file is added to the cache, its bandwidth allocation information is added to a bandwidth table. When a request for a cached file arrives, a new stream from the bandwidth table is assigned to that request. Rejaie et al. [14] proposed a frequency-based caching (FBC) mechanism to simply cache the files or partial files that are estimated to have the highest access frequency at the current time. This method is efficient for segmenting web objects. For streaming media objects, however, this method has problems due to constraints such as higher channel bit error, rate distortion, and caching congestion.

Kalman et al. [15,16] proposed a source rate control method in the receiver to reduce receiver terminal delay by adjusting the streaming rate. Zhu et al. [17] proposed a source rate control method in the transmitter. This method controls the source rate in the transmitter by analyzing the channel conditions and QoS requirements of application domains.

Recently, various media proxy caching mechanisms have been proposed to improve the performance of streaming [18,19]. Chen et al. [20] proposed a segment-based proxy caching mechanism for streaming large media objects. Blocks of a media stream received by a media server are divided into segments of variable size. The segment-based proxy caching mechanism is very effective when the media size is limited, when the bandwidth...
is constant, and when streaming requests are restricted. However, this method has drawbacks that it needs to know in advance the size of media objects, the channel bandwidth, and the sequence of media object streaming.

Lee et al. [2] proposed a TRM-based multimedia streaming optimization method to improve the streaming QoS by considering minimum bandwidth, maximum bandwidth, and transmission rate in multimedia application domains. Yan et al. [21] proposed a media-friendly congestion control mechanism to improve the streaming QoS using a utility-based model. This method used two time slots: one for video quality and the other for TCP-friendliness. All of these mechanisms, however, suffer packet loss in the case of rate distortion and suffer degradation of the overall system performance in a wireless multimedia channel.

Thus, in the point of streaming media services, the existing mechanisms are not appropriate for supporting the proxy-driven streaming service. Table 1 shows the comparison of the existing mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach used</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resource-based caching (RBC) [12]</td>
<td>The greatest caching gain.</td>
<td>Insufficient bandwidth allocation information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency-based caching (FBC) [14]</td>
<td>A highest access frequency.</td>
<td>Higher channel bit error and rate distortion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source rate control [17]</td>
<td>Assuring of a higher QoS.</td>
<td>Analysis of channel conditions in the transmitter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment-based proxy caching [20]</td>
<td>Effective when the media size is limited.</td>
<td>To know in advance the streaming constraints</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Proxy-Driven Streaming Service Mechanism. In this section, a proxy-driven mechanism for streaming media service in a wireless multimedia service zone is described.

The proposed proxy-driven streaming service (PDSS) mechanism can be applied in various wireless communication service environments such as proxy caching service session, wireless coverage networking session, wireless multimedia service session, and scale free networking session.

Thus, the proxy-driven streaming service (PDSS) mechanism in this paper alleviates the degradation of streaming performance due to limited channel bandwidth in wireless communication environments based on 802.11.

The system structure and proxy-driven mechanism are described in more detail.

3.1. System structure. The objective of the proxy-driven streaming service mechanism is to optimize requesting transmission for streaming units from different service requesters, and to relay them to the client to minimize the perceived quality degradation.

This section introduces a proxy-driven streaming service structure, PDSS, to control distortion due to the inconsistencies in streaming rates of the proxy caching unit (PCU) and the mobile client (MC). Figure 1 shows the proposed PDSS structure, which consists of a streaming media server, a proxy caching unit, a mobile client, and a set of peers (mobile client $m, m \in \{1, \ldots, M(t)\}$). $M(t)$ is the number of peers in WMSZ at any time.
Media objects \( (m_{oi}) \) related to proxy caching in the PDSS have size \( s_{i} \), decoding time \( T_{i} \), and distortion rate \( D_{i} \). The size \( s_{i} \) is the size of \( m_{oi} \) or streaming service in the proxy caching unit. The decoding time \( T_{i} \) is the time at which \( m_{oi} \) arrives at the client. The distortion rate \( D_{i} \) is the overhead rate when \( m_{oi} \) does not arrive at the proxy caching unit on time. The channel distortion control between client node \( m \) and PCU \( n \) is considered to optimize the caching operation.

3.2. **Proxy caching unit.** The proxy caching unit (PCU) is used to optimize the streaming media service while interacting with a streaming media server and mobile client. The proposed PCU includes channel distortion detection, distortion adjustment, and caching management operations.

3.2.1. **Channel distortion detection.** In Figure 1, consider the channel distortion between client node \( m \) and PCU \( n \), \( CD_{mn} \), \( m,n \in \{0, \ldots, M(t)\} \) and \( m \neq n \). Moreover, a forward path and backward path are considered to detect the channel distortion. As in Figure 1, each channel includes one forward path and a backward path with random delay distortion. The forward path is defined as the path from client node \( m \) to PCU \( n \), and the backward path is the reverse. It is supposed that there is delay distortion when a client node \( m \) does not successfully arrive at PCU \( n \). Therefore, for \( CD_{mn} \), the distortion loss \( L_{mn}^{FP} \) (Forward Path) can be derived due to delay distortion and the channel distortion \( CD_{mn}(x) = e^{-\delta_{mn}^{FP}(x)} (x \geq 0) \) between client node \( m \) and PCU \( n \), where \( \delta_{mn}^{FP} \) is a delay constant. If PCU does not meet the distortion loss and channel distortion between the forward path and backward path, the streaming packet sent by client node \( m \) will be correctly received by PCU at time \( T \). Otherwise, PCU will encounter distortion loss and channel distortion. Therefore, the channel distortion caused by the forward path can be derived as the following equation:

\[
CD_{mn}^{Forward \ Path}(T - \bar{T}) = (1 - L_{mn}^{Forward \ Path}) \int_{0}^{\bar{T}} CD_{mn}(x)dx
\]

where \( \bar{T} \) is the duration from client node \( m \) to PCU \( n \).

Similarly, the channel distortion from the backward path can be used to derive the distortion loss \( L_{mn}^{BP} \) (Backward Path) and the channel distortion

\[
CD_{mn}^{Backward \ Path}(x) = \delta_{mn}^{BP} e^{-\delta_{mn}(x)}, \quad x \geq 0.
\]
Therefore, the channel distortion caused by the backward path can be derived as the following equation:

\[
CD_{mn}^{\text{Backward Path}}(T - T) = (1 - L_{mn}^{\text{Forward Path}}) (1 - L_{mn}^{\text{Backward Path}}) \int_{0}^{T} CD_{mn}^{\text{Backward Path}}(x) dx
\]  

(2)

3.2.2. Distortion adjustment. If the transmission rates of the buffer cache and the requested media objects from clients are balanced, then the streaming media service is optimized. However, if the balance is violated, there will be distortion. This section describes the distortion adjustment based on the burst rate control operation and buffer cache control operation.

a) Distortion adjustment by burst rate: Generally, the size of the media object is dynamic. However, all fixed-size media objects and variable-size media objects are considered. Fixed-size media objects and variable-size media objects suffer from the same burst distortion in the proxy caching. To adjust the distortion with burst, the encoding rate and channel bandwidth between the client node and PCU are considered. Hence, the distortion adjustment for a requested media objects from clients, \( D_{\text{adjustment}} \), for \( mo_i \) in the buffer cache can be defined as the following equation:

\[
D_{\text{adjustment}} = mo_i \times T_{\text{synchro}} - \frac{E_r}{BW} \times s_i
\]  

(3)

where \( T_{\text{synchro}} \) is the time synchronization for \( mo_i \), \( s_i \) is the size of the \( i^{th} \) media object, and \( E_r \) is the average encoding rate for \( SL(x) \).

The buffer cache size for \( mo_i \) should be considered after the determination of \( D_{\text{adjustment}} \). The buffer cache size \( BUR_{\text{cache-size}} \) for \( mo_i \) is defined as the following:

\[
BUR_{\text{cache-size}} = T_{\text{synchro}} \times s_i \times \frac{E_r - BW}{E_r}
\]  

(4)

If \( BUR_{\text{cache-size}} = 0 \), then buffer caching is stopped and distortion occurs. Therefore, distortion adjustment operation is processed only for \( BUR_{\text{cache-size}} \neq 0 \).

b) Distortion adjustment by encoding rate: The rate of a requested media object and the caching rate can differ. Therefore, the following operations for the distortion adjustment from the encoding rate are considered.

1) \( BC > S(x) \) and \( BUR_{\text{encoding}} > 0 \)

This is the case of satisfying the encoding rate in the buffer cache (BC). It is necessary to check the cache capacity, since the buffer cache control depends on the media object size. Also, the encoding rate at the buffer cache provides better responsiveness at the client. Hence, distortion adjustment by the encoding rate in the buffer cache, \( BUF_{\text{encoding}} \), is defined as follows:

\[
BUF_{\text{encoding}} = \left\{ (T - T) \sum_{i=1} \{S(x_i) - S(x_i - 1)\} \right\} \times \lambda
\]  

(5)

where \( \lambda (0 < \lambda < 1) \) is the encoding rate, and \( S(x) \) is a media object cached in the buffer cache. If \( BUF_{\text{encoding}} = 0 \), then the distortion adjustment is stopped and the process is started from the beginning.

2) \( BC < S(x) \) and \( BUR_{\text{encoding}} < 0 \)

This is the case of unsatisfying encoding rate in the buffer cache (BC). In the case of unsatisfying encoding rate, the relative popularity and cache capacity for media objects of the buffer cache should be checked from the beginning. The distortion adjustment
by the encoding rate depends on the encoding rate $\lambda$. Therefore, larger $\lambda$ means better distortion adjustment, and higher caching quality is continuously sustained.

3.3. Caching management. This section considers the disjunction mapping operation ($\cup$), conjunction mapping operation ($\cap$), and filtering mapping operation for efficient caching management. For restrictions $C$ and $c \in C$, the mapping operations are defined as follows.

3.3.1. Disjunction mapping-based caching management. The disjunction ($\cup$) mapping operation controls objects with a min-max relation considering the cache capacity and the size of media objects. $M_{\text{disjunction}}^{C,C}$ and $M_{\text{disjunction}}^{s}$ denote the control mapping that considers the cache capacity and the size of media objects, respectively. Disjunction ($\cup$) mapping is defined as follows:

**Definition 3.1.** $M_{\text{disjunction}}^{(C,C)\cup s}$ is $\forall c, c' \in C, c \cup c'$. $C$ is the cache capacity, and $s$ is the size of a media object.

3.3.2. Conjunction mapping-based caching management. The conjunction ($\cap$) mapping operation considers the capacity of the cache, the size of media objects, and popularity, and it controls the objects with a min-max relationship. $M_{\text{conjunction}}^{C,C}$, $M_{\text{conjunction}}^{s}$, and $M_{\text{conjunction}}^{\text{popularity}}$ represent conjunction mappings considering the capacity of the cache, size of media objects, and popularity, respectively. Thus, the conjunction mapping is defined as follows:

**Definition 3.2.** $M_{\text{conjunction}}^{(C,C)\cap s\text{popularity}}$ is $\forall c, c' \in C, \forall c, c' \in C$, where $\forall c, c' \in C$, $\emptyset$ is null.

3.3.3. Filtering mapping-based caching management. Filtering mapping operation is done to control objects that do not satisfy disjunction mapping ($\cup$) or conjunction mapping ($\cap$). Filtering mapping operation is performed by disjunction mapping and conjunction mapping, and is denoted by $M_{\text{filtering}}^{\text{popularity}}$ for $f_{i} \in F$ and defined as follows:

**Definition 3.3.** $M_{\text{filtering}}^{\text{popularity}} = \{M_{\text{filtering}}^{\text{popularity}}(O) \mid \text{Min}\{(mo_{i}) \leq \mu \text{ and } \lambda(s_{j}) < \delta_{mn}\}$

$\mu$ ($0 \leq \mu < 1$) is a relative popularity, and $\delta_{mn}$ is a delay constant.

Consider $k$ media objects in the local buffer cache (BC) and size $s_{j}$ for a media object $o_{i}$. In the local BC, $n$ media objects are assumed to satisfy popularity. Figure 2 shows the local BC structure for media objects to which popularity is applied in the local BC. The caching management table for this is shown in Tables 2-4.

To efficiently manage new incoming media objects in the local BC, they are stored in the temporary bucket of the BC structure in Figure 2. Each media object is managed according to the popularity: filtering, relevant, and very relevant for the popularities of $[0, 0.5]$, $[0.5, 0.7]$ and $[0.7, 1]$, respectively. As shown in Table 4, the new incoming object, $I/0.72$, satisfies the condition of $B_{2}/0.7$ in the block $BC_{2}$. Thus, media objects stored in the temporary bucket are managed in the local BC to perform streaming media services.

![Figure 2. Local buffer cache structure](image-url)
4. Simulation Results. In the simulation, the total number of media objects is set to $N$, and 3 VoD sources are used as streaming media objects. A group of media objects for 3 VoD sources have 1,350, 1,450 and 1,500 media object frames respectively. To simplify the simulation, the media object is assumed to have a Pareto distribution and is limited to 5 Mbytes in size.

The other parameters are as follows: the maximum bit rate is 1.5 Mbps; the packet size is 512 kbps; the link bandwidth is 10/100 Mbps; the average link bandwidth is 1.2 Mbps. The simulation continues for 560 s with $0 < \lambda < 1$, and the time stamp of $(T - \bar{T})$ and $(\bar{T} - T)$ is set to 0.2 s. The mobile client is assumed to be connected to the IP backbone network using a wireless IP. The performance of the proposed method was evaluated using the simulation parameters shown in Table 5.

Table 6 summarizes the simulation result for proxy-driven streaming service (PDSS) and non-PDSS. Proxy-driven streaming service (PDSS) has excellent performance indices in average distortion rate and throughput.

As shown in Table 6, the average distortion rate and throughput of the proposed proxy-driven streaming service (PDSS) show that it is better than non-PDSS.

Simulations were done while changing the encoding rate, the cache capacity, and the burst length. The major metrics used in the simulation are the average distortion rate and the average throughput. The proposed method is compared and analyzed with the other schemes: server-only streaming method [3], resource-based caching method [13], and frequency-based caching method [14].

In the simulation, the performance of the average distortion rate was analyzed with the encoding rate, cache capacity, and burst length.

Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) show the performance of the average distortion rate and the average throughput, respectively, for different encoding rates ranging from 0.1 to 0.9.
Table 5. Simulation parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of media objects</td>
<td>4,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group size</td>
<td>2.5 Gbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media object size</td>
<td>10 Mbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total simulation time</td>
<td>560 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request time interval</td>
<td>2 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time stamp</td>
<td>0.2 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum cache capacity</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative popularity</td>
<td>$0 \leq \mu &lt; 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link bandwidth</td>
<td>10/100 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum bit rate</td>
<td>1.5 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encoding rate</td>
<td>$0 &lt; \lambda &lt; 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Performance comparison between PDSS and non-PDSS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>PDSS</th>
<th>Non-PDSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average distortion rate</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Average distortion rate and average throughput with encoding rate

As shown in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b), when the encoding rate is higher, the proposed method achieves better performance than other methods.

Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) show the performance of the average distortion rate and the average throughput, respectively, for cache capacities ranging from 10 to 90%.

As shown in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b), when the cache capacity is larger, the proposed method achieves better performance than other methods. Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) show the performance of the average distortion (dB) and the average throughput, respectively, for burst lengths ranging from 1 to 9.

As shown in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b), when the burst length is larger, the proposed method correctly controls the average distortion (dB) and average throughput.
This result is because the proposed method is applied to the distortion detection, distortion adjustment, and caching management for media objects. The simulation results showed that the proposed method has better performance compared with the server-only caching method, resource-based caching method, and frequency-based caching method. The proposed method is not influenced by the channel distortion, encoding rate, cache capacity, or burst length. Hence, the proposed method efficiently controls the distortion, and streaming media services are maintained in a stable state.

5. Conclusions. A new proxy-driven streaming service (PDSS) mechanism has been proposed to support high-quality media streaming service in wireless multimedia service zones. In PDSS, a proxy caching unit (PCU) processes the streaming media service while interacting with a streaming media server and mobile client. PDSS assures optimized proxy caching for the individual versions of a media object from the disjunction mapping-based management operation, conjunction mapping-based management operation, and
filer mapping-based management operation. Relative popularity was applied to efficiently control and manage the distortion under certain proxy cache constraints. As a result, the proposed mechanism maintained stable streaming service.

The simulation results showed that the proposed method has better performance than the server-only caching method, resource-based caching method, and frequency-based caching.
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